We do weddings. We do
celebrations. In fact, at the
gibson, we do great Do’s.

creativity. Stuff we love. Find it
in the art and architecture, the
location and the vibe.

Because this isn’t your everyday
hotel. A stay here will stay with
you. And if you aspire to a day
as individual as you, you’re
holding the answer.

And we do detail. Because we
know that your big day comes
down to a thousand small
things. How to turn what-ifs into
no probs. Everything from the
backdrop for your photo shoots
to hip spaces to make your party
fly to the delicious menus you
can design.

Lux but accessible. Cool but
personal. It’s uniquely urban
and crash-out comfortable.
So you and all your guests can
get on with the crucial business
at hand: having a great time.
We do surprise and warmth and
cutting-edge and fun. We party
with style. There’s a buzz and a
look to the gibson drawn from
music and fashion and film and

hello

It’s all about you, you, you.
And as you’re looking to
celebrate your wedding your
way, we’re here to do that too.

we do.......

planning

But our wedding planning isn’t
about telling what you can’t
do, it’s about being fresh and
original. It’s about inspiring and
exciting. TBH we get off on this
sort of thing. Making your day,
makes ours.
See, the difference at the gibson
starts with the people. These
are fun-loving, party-planning,
event-making gurus. Seriously.
Fun needs experts.

Ours are hands-on and gloves
off to make your celebration
everything you ever imagined.
Want to arrive by Harley?
Fab. Your theme is 90s TV?
Bring it on. How about pink
lemonades served from our
peewee van as everyone pitches
up? Or build you own burger to
keep it casual.

With the 3 Arena right on our
door step, you can imagine we
know how to party. How to make
moments you’ll remember.
do be do be do

we do.......

well connected

We do easy. Close. Fast. Central.
At the pulse of Dublin’s cultural
and architectural revival, with
city’s Liffey heartbeat rising and
falling just across from us, the
gibson hotel makes the toing
and froing of family and friends
from all quarters a cinch.
Think hub.

The airport’s only a can’tbelieve-we’re-there-already
10 minutes away thanks to the
Port Tunnel. The M50’s even
closer. While Dublin’s light rail
tram, the Luas, does Connolly
Station from outside our door in
a couple of stops.

So whether its mates jetting in
from afar, the in-laws in town
for the weekend – or you simply
like the idea of blowing in posthoneymoon for the ultimate
afters party, the gibson hotel
makes a mockery of distance.
The world’s just got smaller.
Because we do.......
access all areas

Because you need a haven too.
An escape. An oasis of calmness
and indulgence. So we offer
newlyweds a chic junior suite.
King-size beds to kick back in.
Private balconies. Light-filled
and designer-decorated.
Did we mention breakfast in
bed and a lazy late check-out?

we do...

spaces

Not the final frontier typespace. More like spaces to
make your own.
Fabulous party spaces. Cool hip
spaces. Intimate nooky spaces.
Like our stratocaster suite.
Where up to 200 guests can dine
in splendid luxuriosity. Or our
striking coda restaurant where
your inner entourage can be
entertained in royal fashion.
If you like that sort of thing.

Or perhaps the exclusive
resident’s bar is more your
scene. Tall cocktails.
A champagne reception.
Perhaps tempting canapés
and morsels of yumminess
while the energy builds.
And, do we not do photogenic?
The gibson won’t upstage
the bride, but it will give you
backdrops and inspirational
settings, art works and interior
details like something you’d only
see in a movie.

Or if you’re considering
celebrating a civil ceremony or a
having partnership blessing, one
of our private suites taking up
to 50 guests will seem purposemade. Refined, spacious,
discreetly elegant. While our
wedding co-ordinators can help
you shape every nuance.
One of our truly best kept secrets
is our hidden outdoor courtyard.
designed with towering bamboos
and water features. guests can
sit outside and enjoy the calm,
zen atmosphere.
do the look of love

All our 252 guestrooms whisper
luxury, from our oh-socomfortable family rooms
to our gibson suite. It’s all in
the detail. The little touches.
Sensual organic toiletries.
Sharp floating shelves and
subtle ambient lighting.
High tech flat-screens and
lightning-fast Wi-Fi.

Make the gibson your playground.
Work out in our cutting-edge
gym. Unwind in the sauna and
steam room. Sink into a copper
Japanese bath on the terrace and
think: damn, life is great.
We want you chilling out as soon
as you check in. Like a home
from home. But only if your
home belongs in the dreamy
pages of a cool, contemporary
interiors magazine.
Like your mother told you.
Never make do with less than
the best.

your sanctuary
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